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Exercises
Note: The 2018 edition of Ghosts at the Castle is accompanied by a Workbook lyith a uery

extensiue (and neu;) collection of exercises. For those luho prefer not to use the Workbook, this

booklet contolns the exercises of the orly inol 2001 reoder. The story text is identicol in both reader

editions, so thot the exercises in this booklet ond the luorkbook moy be used interchonyeobiy.

Some Ideas for Working on These Exercises
The following exercises offer well over 600 questions: a wide variety which the teacher
can choose from to suit the needs of difFerent classes. Most of the question-blocks are
based on about i5-20 lines of text, though the last three exercises for each chapter
(Vocabulary,A/lixedQuestionsand Retelliny)assume thatthewholechapterhas beenworkedon.

<' Before starting any further work, pupils should always hearthe story (or section of
it) in the teacher's own words. This is not a matter of the teacher's learningthe text
by heart, but of retelling the story with whatever mime, expressions, gestures etc.
may be needed to helpthe pupils understand before any work on individual itemsof
vocabulary begins. Once the class is used to this first retelling by the teacher, even
the weakest pupils will be able to answerthe simpler questions, thus holding mixed-
ability groups together. Many weak pupils find it easier to answer these questions
eitherwith books closed orwith only the reader text in front ofthem. Often, plenty
of practice is needed before these children feel comfortable working alone from the
written text of the questions.

If the teacher wishes, classes can be introduced gradually to a methodology ofwork
on al I, or at least some of the exercises. Usi ng a si m ple seq uence ofsteps, even weaker
pupils can learn to achieve some degree ofindependence in theirwork. Considerthe
Chanye into the Past Tense exercises. Quicker children will be likely to know many of
the answers already, or be able to look for and find the forms they need without the
teacher's assistance. Others may be helped by practising the steps:

1) Look at the exercise heading - at the end of it is a page number which teils you
where to find the answers you need.

2) Find this page, while still keepingopen the page with the exercises.

3) Look at the first 'question', and look for a very similar sentence on the text page.

4) One word in particular will be different - the word corresponding to the verb in
italics in the exercise. This differingform is the past tense form that is needed.

Similar steps may be used for the Vocabulary exercises, which are among the most
difficult for some pupils. Ifthe answer is known spontaneously-wonderfui! But how
can pupils find the answer independently if they don't already know it? (Using only
this reader, that is, and not asking anyone for help...)


















